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ABSTRACT 

 

ELCA Informatique SA has its indigenous online ticketing solution called as Secutix2.0. It’s 

now being widely used in France, Spain and Switzerland for online daily secure ticketing for 

different kinds of events and performances happening all over Europe. In order to make 

Secutix2.0 a complete product, the desire for monitoring the systems was also felt. Hence a 

system monitoring platform to detect isolated anomalies and to take corrective actions was 

required which can solve the purpose and it should be designed in such a way that it’s easy to 

integrate it with Secutix2.0 and the central Sales Engine of Secutix2.0. 

 

The tool named “Cockpit” now helps the company to monitor the various activities of the client 

side systems total number of transactions, number of successful transactions, number of 

unsuccessful transactions, heap memory used, Dropout rate etc.It watches host and services, 

alerting users when things go wronghence Cockpit is a powerful monitoring system that enables 

ELCA to identify and resolve IT infrastructure problems before they affect critical business 

processes. 
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List of acronyms 

The following list enumerates and clarifies the acronyms used in this report, in alphabetical order. 

Refer to this list when needed. 

 Ajax: Asynchronous JavaScript and XML 

 API: Application Programming Interface 

 CSV: Comma Separated Value 

 DAO: Data access Object 

 DB: Database  

 DBMS: Database Management System 

 DOM: Document Object Model 

 Ext JS: External JavaScript 

 GUI: Graphical User Interface 

 HTML: Hypertext Markup Language 

 IMAP: Internet Message Access Protocol 

 J2EE: Java 2 Enterprise Edition 

 JDBC: Java Database Connectivity 

 JVM: Java Virtual Machine 

 ORM: Object Relation Mapping 

 OS: Operating System 

 POJO: Plain object Java Model 

 SMTP: Simple Mail Transfer Protocol 

 Spring MVC: Spring Model View Controller 

 SVN: Subversion 

 URL: Uniform Resource Locator 

 XML: Extensible Markup Language 
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1. Introduction 

The aim of the project is to develop a tool to monitor various activities which includes 

monitoring the transactions activities such as number of sold tickets, total number of 

transactions, number of successful transactions, number of unsuccessful transactions, number of 

unsuccessful transactions due to technical glitch etc., system related activities such as RAM 

memory used, tomcat memory used etc. The tool constantly monitors networks against pre-

defined rule and notifies the user (via email) in case of outages. It watches host and services, 

alerting users when things go wrong. Cockpit allows user, to poll services at predetermined 

intervals and communicates with them as per requirements.  

Cockpit watches the data collected by Graphite [1] which is plugged in the client side system at 

the time it starts to use SecuTix2 [2, 3]. Figures 1 shows the data collected by Graphite.  

 

Figure 1: Image shows data collected by Graphite [1] from the client side systems. 

Each graph is connected through Cockpit by a Target URL which is shown in the box in the        

image. Target URL contains the required data for Cockpit which is checked against the rules 

specified by the user. 
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2. ELCA Informatique SA 

ELCA Informatique SA [4] is a leading Swiss IT services company, which employs almost 500 

people, of whom more than 400 are highly skilled engineers. The company has helped its clients 

leverage information technology innovations successfully for 40 years. Bridging the gap between 

business and IT, it believes the new technology will create real value for companies who 

consider these opportunities to be strategic. 

2.1 ELCA in a nutshell 

ELCA benefits from large areas of expertise and services ranging from consulting to software 

development and product integration, allowing it to purpose original solutions and services to a 

wide range of industries of any size 

. 

 Banking: Core banking and surround environment solutions and services: secure 

transactions, archiving, business analysis, risk-management, authentication, etc. 

 Insurance: Payments, data-warehousing, document management, billing, etc. 

 Health: Health care insurances management, patients' electronic medical care record, 

hospitals, portals for Intranet and Extranet access, etc. 

 Transport: Regional transport management, cargo management, ticket control, internet 

ticketing, seat reservations, timetable publishing, ticketing for travel agencies, etc. 

 Government: Document management, case management, business intelligence, strong 

authentication, e-payment etc. 

 Others: Software development, systems integration, business consulting, etc. 

Headquartered in Lausanne and owning offices in Zurich, Bern, Geneva, London, Paris, Madrid 

and Ho Chi Minh City (production center), Elca has definitely made inroads into the European 

markets. 

With security requirements increasing dramatically in basically any kind of industries, ELCA has 

decided to open a cross-industry security branch to address all the needs from various projects. 

ELCA has also developed security-related products, easy to integrate into existing systems: 

1. Secutix: It is a whole innovative ticketing solution targeted at lots of potential customers: 

theaters, operas, orchestras, museums, festivals, leisure parks, exhibitions, trade shows, 

public transportation, etc. A key feature of Secutix is that it offers the possibility to print 

secure tickets at home, on a standard printer, thanks to the Microstructure Imaging 

Technology developed in collaboration with the EPFL [5]. The enforced security 

mechanisms ensure efficient identification and authentication with electronic access control. 

2. ELCARD: It is a cheap, simple and secure strong authentication solution on Internet. 
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Cheaper than most other OTP solutions, it nonetheless offers an equivalent or higher       

security level. 

3. ELCARDess: Combined with ELCARD, ELCARDess offers Online Digital Signature 

and Authentication Services to secure and confirm approval of electronic exchange for a 

wide range of business information workflows.  

2.2 My position at ELCA 

During my internship, I worked at the Flon office in Lausanne, where I joined the SecuTix2 team 

as my internship project dealt with the development of Cockpit Steering SecuTix2for the 

Secutix2 Ticketing Solution to provide a complete package to the Customers. I had the honour of 

collaborating with and being supervised by Mr.Nicolas Rémond, Senior Software Developer at 

ELCA,Mr. Vincent Larchet, Lead Architect of SecuTix2 and supporting members of the testing 

team. I thank them again for their help and their time. 

2.3 Currently Existing Technologies 

Currently there are very few accepted tools that perform the system monitoring. The most 

promising tools of them are Nagios [6] and Cacti [7]. ELCA is unable to use them due to – 

 They don’t detect an anomaly in the payment processing at one of its suppliers. 

 Theydon’t detect an anomaly in the standard drop-out rates between the various stages of 

the payment process. 

 They don’t provide an overview on the use of the system. 

 They don’t take data from Graphite which is being plugged in client side of secuTix2. 

Due to above limitation there is need at ELCAto develop a tool that can overcome above 

problems and can make secTix2 complete product. 

2.4 Problem definition and formulation 

Objective of the project is to develop a powerful monitoring system that enables ELCAteam to 

identify and resolve IT infrastructure problems before they affect critical business processes. The 

tool should be able to monitor entire IT infrastructure to ensure systems, applications, services, 

and businesses processes are functioning properly. In the event of a failure, Cockpit can alert 

technical staff of the problem, allowing them to begin remediation processes before outages 

affect business processes, end-users, or customers.  

 

In other words the tool should provide us with instant awareness of organization’s mission-

critical IT infrastructure. It should allow us to detect and repair problems and mitigate future 

issues before they can affect end-users and customers. 
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By using Cockpit, we can: 

 Plan for infrastructure upgrades before outdated systems cause failures 

 Respond to issues at the first sign of a problem 

 Automatically fix problems when they are detected 

 Coordinate technical team responses 

 Ensure IT infrastructure outages have a minimal effect on your organization's bottom line 

 Monitor your entire infrastructure and business processes 

2.5 Organization of the report 

The rest of this report is organized as follows. Section 3 describes the software and hardware 

used during the development of the project. The next section discusses about the theoretical 

tools, analysis and development of the project. Section 5 describes the development of the 

software along with the detailed methodology used in the process. Section Next section 

concludes the project. Section 7 throws light upon future scope of software. 

3. Description of Hardware, Software 

Following is the description of used hardware and software - 

3.1 Hardware Used 

The tool was developed and the testing performed on 2.83 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad Processor 

with 2 GB RAM 

3.2 Software Used 

3.2.1 Eclipse 

This project uses Eclipse Helios [9] for the development. The reason for selecting the Eclipse 

[10] is its wide community. Most of the plugins can be easily integrated with it. The following 

points describes more about the importance of choosing Eclipse – 

 

 Provides a consistent feature set on most platforms.  

 Supports more than just Java or any single language 

 Open source and free, yet fully supported 

 Truly extensible and configurable 

 Forward to method,field,class with control-click. 

 Method list (outline) sync up with current view. 

 Current text highlights on error. 

 Control space on method('ctrl-space' will fill in the methods vars. Huge advantage!) 

 Library auto import or select auto import. 

 SVN access. 
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 Console output. 

 Marks problems on the fly! Matching variable types, matching object types, correct class 

definition. 

 Better code formatting for developer with brackets {}. 

 JVMJIT faster. 

 Hierarchy method synchronization. 

 Debugging - variables view sync with source code window, breaks easier to manage. 

 Windowing windows,views,widgets better. 

 Easily configurable with Database. 

 Control Up + mouse wheel pages quickly - scroll quickly through code. 

 Auto suggestion to fixing. 

 Marking //TODO tasktodo is great. Marks a link on the right side too. 

 When entering in "string (hit enter)" it will concatenate the string onto the next line. It will 

auto add " + at the end of the line and start quotes on next. 

 When highlighting parentheses across strings {(} ((( )))) {)}. It highlights the parentheses 

across strings like variable += "{(}(("; variable += ")){)}";  

3.2.2 Maven 

Apache Maven [11] is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on the 

concept of a project object model, Maven can manage a project's build, reporting and 

documentation from a central piece of information.Maven uses a construct known as a Project 

Object Model to describe the software project being built, its dependencies on other external 

modules and components, and the build order. It comes with pre-defined targets for performing 

certain well defined tasks such as compilation of code and its packaging. 

3.2.3 Spring Framework 

The Spring Framework [12] is an open source application framework for the Java platform. We 

developed this module using Spring MVC. 

 

MVC stands for Model-View-Controller. It clearly separates business, navigation and 

presentation logic. It’s proven mechanism for building a thin, clean web-tier. 

3.2.3.1 MVC Component [13] 

Three core collaborating components:- 

Controller 

 Handles navigation logic and interacts with the service tier for business logic  

Model 

 The contract between the Controller and the View 
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 Contains the data needed to render the View 

 Populated by the Controller 

View 

 Renders the response to the request 

 Pulls data from the model 

3.2.3.2 Motivation for using Spring MVC 

 Eases maintenance burden. 

 Changes to business logic are less likely to break the presentation logic and vice 

versa. 

 Facilitates multi-disciplined team development. 

 Developers can focus on creating robust business code without having to worry 

about breaking the UI. 

 Designers can focus on building usable and engaging UIs without worrying about 

Java. 

 

3.2.3.3 MVC in Spring  

A single FrontControllerservlet that dispatches requests to individual ControllersRequest routing 

is completely controlled by the Front Controller. Individual Controllers can be used to handle 

many different URLs. Controllers are POJOs. Controllers are managed exactly like any other 

bean in the Spring ApplicationContext. DispatcherServlet is the Spring implementation of 

FrontController. 

Request Workflow of SimpleFormController 

HTTP requests can be of two kinds: 

 GET request - It displays the form. 

 POST request - It submits the form. 

Both kinds of requests have distinct workflow. GET does not need validation.POST does not 

need form view. 

GET Request Workflow: 

 formBackingObject() 

Retrieve the command object 

Allows for pre-population of the form 

 initBinder() 

Register custom editors 
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 referenceData() 

Load reference data needed for displaying the form 

 showForm() 

Completes ModelAndView and returns command object stored in session to 

controller if configured.Renders the actual form. 

 

POST Request Workflow:  

 formBackingObject() 

Retrieve the command object 

 initBinder() 

Register custom editors 

Binding of request parameters to form 

 

 onBind() 

Called after bind but before validation 

Allows us to manually bind request parameters to the commandobject before 

validation.Validation done using Validators 

 onBindAndValidate() 

Called after bind and validate. Allows us to bind parameters to the command that 

don’t need validation. If validation fails then add errors to the ModelAndView and 

show the form again. If validation succeeds call onSubmit() callbacks and show 

thesuccess view. 

3.2.4 MyBatis Framework [14] 

[Newer version of iBatis Framework]: MyBatis is a persistence framework available for Java and 

.NET that couples objects with stored procedures or SQL statements using a XML descriptor or 

annotations. MyBatis is free that is distributed under the Apache License 2.0. 

3.2.5 Ext JS Framework [15] 

Ext is a JavaScript library developed by Sencha lab [16] for building interactive web Application 

using techniques such as Ajax, DHTML and DOM scripting. Originally built as an add-on 

library extension of YUI by Jack Slocum, Ext includes interoperability with jQuery and 

Prototype. 

3.2.6 Jackson JSON [17] 

Jackson is a:  

 Streaming (reading, writing) 
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 FAST (measured to be faster than any other Java json parser and data binder) 

 Powerful (full data binding for common JDK classes as well as any Java bean class, 

Collection, Map or Enum) 

 Zero-dependency (does not rely on other packages beyond JDK) 

 Open Source (LGPL or AL) 

 Fully conformant 

 Extremely configurable 

 

JacksonJSON is used to convert POJOs to JSON object to send the response upon detection of an 

anomaly.   

3.2.7 Javamail [18] 

Javamail is a Java API used to receive and send email via SMTP and IMAP. JavaMail is built 

into the Java EE platform, but also provides an optional package for use in Java SE. I have used 

this to communicate with the administrator in case of detection of unusual activity. 

4. Theoretical Tools 

4.1 Use Case Diagram 

The following represents the use case model for the system. The user can perform the following 

tasks: 

 Can see the recent activities in the network.  The user would be able to see Date, Time, 

Notification Type as well as description of the notifications. 

 Users can manager sources. Would be able to add a new source as well as delete an 

existing source. 

 Users can create an alert. Users can add as many constraints as he/she likes. Users can 

provide communication medium in case of outages.  

 User can see system information of the system. 

 User can monitor the various activities of the system. 

Therefore the system acts as a complete monitoring tool which can monitor any data presented to 

it in the correct format through source URLs. The monitoring should be periodic and should be 

able to inform the users about the rules that have been violated as soon as it identifies such a rule. 

The tool should also provide an easy to use interface for inserting the rules and defining criteria 

for monitoring. These rules should be easily modifiable and should be generic enough so that 

they can be used with different kind of data.  

The following figure represents a diagram of the use cases for the system.  
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Figure 2: Use Case Diagram of Cockpit Steering SecuTix2 

4.2 Class Diagram 

Implementation of this project is divided into 5 major package:  

 controller which interprets user input and transforms such input into a sensible model 

which will be represented to the user by the view. After this, the DispatcherServlet has 

received a request and has done its work to resolve locales, themes and things alike, it 

tries to resolve a Controller, using a HandlerMapping. When a Controller has been found, 

the handleRequest method will be invoked, which is responsible for handling the actual 

request and - if applicable - returning an appropriate ModelAndView. So actually, this 
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method is the main entry point for the DispatcherServlet which delegates requests to 

controllers.  

 2
nd

 package deals with DAO layers by which are responsible for abstract the calling of 

SQL statements. In order to interact with the database, there is a need to create simple 

JAVA model of POJOs (plain old java object).  

 These POJOs serve as the model, or in other words, a way to transfer data between the 

database and the tool. These are contained in 3
rd

 package.  

 Listener package contains the classes which automatically initializes MyBatis as soon as 

tool is started.  

 Last package contains the classed which performs action upon detection of unusual 

activities. The following are the class diagrams for various classes in the project – 

 

The following figures present a brief overview of the important classes in all of these 

packages.  

 

Controller Package: 

This package contains the classes that form the back end of the screens. This package 

implements functions for performing all the tasks that the GUI allows.  

 

Figure 3: Controller Package: class diagram of CheckStatusController class 
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Figure 4: Controller Package: class diagram of AssertionController class 

 

 

Figure 5: Controller Package: class diagram of ManageSourceController, 
CockpitWelcomScreen, RecentActivityInfo, SystemController class 
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DAO Package: 

This package deals with the communication with the database through the use of MyBatis. A 

data access object (DAO) is an object that provides an abstract interface to some type of 

database or persistence mechanism, providing some specific operations without exposing 

details of the database. It provides a mapping from application calls to the persistence layer. 

This isolation separates the concerns of what data accesses the application needs, in terms of 

domain-specific objects and data types (the public interface of the DAO), and how these 

needs can be satisfied with a specific DBMS, database schema, etc. 

 

Figure 6: DAO Package: class diagram of various classes in DAO package 
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ObjectPackage: 

This package contains the objects that are used in the project. These objects have a direct 

mapping with the SQL tables created in the database and therefore can directly be used to 

store the rows obtained by querying the database. These objects provide an easy way to 

handle the database queries as the setters and getters of the different data members can be 

called automatically by MyBatis by analyzing the structure of both the classes.  
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Figure 7: Objects Package: class diagram of various classes in Object package 

5. Development of Tool 

The development of tool went through various phases before it could be used as a final product. 

Initially ELCA OSDS team introduced the product to be build. Initially architecture diagram 

were built to analyze the workflow of the software. After it was validated by Mr. Larchet 

Vincent, Chief Software Architect, ELCA. Once architecture was validated, the next phase to 

design the database schema for the software. Once database schema was finalized the next phase 

was related to selection of Java services that will be used to build the software. The next was to 

build mock-ups; Balsamiq Mockups [19]was used for this purpose. Building mock-ups [20] are 

very important phase in the development of the software since they reflect real time picture of 

the software. The last two phases were development and testing. Following is the description of 

the phases in detail – 

5.1 Architecture Design: 

The software architecture of a system is set of structures needed to reason about the system, 

which comprises software elements, relations among them,and properties of both. It’s highest 

level of abstraction of the system. This phase comprises of building two modules – 
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5.1.1 System context 

This describes the scope of the system to be built, the entities outside the system it will interact 

with and a description of the interfaces defining these interactions. Following diagram shows 

clearer picture of the system context. 

 

 
 

Figure 8: System Context 
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Description: 

ID Interface Description Actor 

GUI User Interface providing information 

about the network activities to the users. 
Users 

CUI  Create Rule 
  Add constraints 
 Add communication medium 
 Modify existing constraint 

 Mange sources 
 Add a new source. 
 Remove an existing source.  

Network Administrator 

 

ID Systems Mechanism 

DB  Modify Database. 
 Create tables 
 Alter tables 
 Delete tables 

MyBatis Framework 

MS Send E-Mail notifications to Network 

admin upon violation of constraints. 
Javamail 

 

5.1.2 Deployment View 

The deployment view illustrates the distribution of processing across a set of nodes in the 

system, including the physical distribution of processes and threads. This view depicts a static 

view of run–time configuration of processing nodes and the components that run on those nodes. 

Figure 9 shows the deployment diagram of the tool in context. 
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Figure 9: Deployment Diagram 

 

5.2 Database Schema 

A database schema of a database system is its structure described in a formal language supported 

by the DBMS and refers to blueprint of how a database will be constructed (divided into 

database tables). Following diagram shows the abstract and conceptual representation of the data. 

It illustrates the interrelationships between entities in a database. In other words, it is ta snapshot 

of data structures. This helps to focus on how the database actually works with all of the 

interactions and data flows. 

The following figure represents a database schema for the database used in the tool. The schema 

represents only the main tables used in the database without taking into account the smaller 

tables.  
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Figure 10: Abstract view of database design 

This is used to describe information that is to be stored in the database. Physical data model of 

the system is shown here – 
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Figure 11: Physical Data Model 

 

5.3 JAVA Services 

Choice of JAVA services comprises the next step. They all should be fast as well as reliable. 

The services have a huge impact on the efficiency of the tool. Since, the tool whould be very 

efficient, we have used MyBatis for database access over Hibernate even though hibernate 

provides a very easy interface to the database and we don’t have to write any query on the 

database for getting it to work. But MyBatis is very efficient as compared to hibernate, mostly 

because it doesn’t provide a lot of functionalities. Following diagram shows the set of JAVA 

services that are used in the development of the tool. 
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Figure 12: Java Services 

The Application will have 3 main components – 

 MySQL Database server 

 A java web application responsible for collecting and analyzing the data, generating any 

processing alert. 

 An AJAX based web client responsible for displaying the data provided by the web 

application. 
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5.3.1 JAVA web application (Back-end) 

Component Functions 

MyBatis Object relational mapping. 

Scheduler Manage scheduled jobs 
It will interact with Data Manager and Alert Manager to provide an 

environment for Jobs 

Data Manager 

(Scheduler) 
Aggregate data and clean old data. 

Alert Manager 

(Scheduler) 
Monitor the transactions and triggers alerts. 

Source Manager Manage sources; 
Provide stream, step, start Time, end Time, data 

Send Mail Java Mail Sender (Velocity Template) 

Interface to Nagios To send Alerts 
 

 

5.3.2 AJAX Client (Front-end) 

Component Function Interacts with 

Activity Management Displays activities in a given time interval Activity Manager 

Source Management Display available sources Source Manager 

Assertion Management Manage the assertions Assertion 

Manager 

Spring Web MVC Provides the web front end All manager 

extJS JavaScript Library Provides AJAX functions to manage 

windows in the dashboard 
All manager 
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5.4 Designing Mock-ups 

The next phase deals with the designing of mock-ups. Once the requirements have been 

gathered, building mock-ups for visual representation of the screens reduces the task at the 

coding phase. Final face of the tool is finalized with the design of mock-ups.  

5.4.1 Main Screen 

Since Cockpit is a system monitoring tool and its main aim is to detect isolated anomalies and to 

take corrective actions upon detection of anomalies therefore it should show the last few days’ 

activities on the main page. User according to their needs can select duration from option given 

in the page as shown- 

 

 

Figure 13: Mockup for Main Screen 
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5.4.2 Manage Source 

To manage source user should click on “Manage Source” Tab and it will see screen like this: 

 

 

Figure 14: Mockup for Manage Source 

Above Screen will show source information. User can add a new source by clicking on “Add” 

button or it can delete existing source by clicking on “Delete” button. The user should be able to 

show extra Information about sources in a description field following the Source name.  

 Action performed on clicking on Add Button: 

When user clicks on “Add” button, he/she will be asked to enter the URL of source in the 

following way- 
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Figure 15: Mockup for adding a new source 

In this way user can add a new source. 

 Action performed on clicking on Delete Button: 

When user clicks on “Delete” button, he/she will be asked to confirm the action in the following 

manner (for delete he/she must chose a source before clicking on “delete” button)- 

 

Figure 16: Mockup for deleting an existing source 

5.4.3 Assertion Screen 

To create a new Monitor user should click on “Alarm Monitor” Tab. The following screen 

represents a design of how the new rule screen should look like. The rules should be easy to add. 

In addition to this, the screen should also provide functions so that the user can modify already 

existing rules.  
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Figure 17: Mockup for creating a rule 

In the Name field user can select any existing group or user can create a new group. If user 

selects an existing group other data will be loaded. If user creates a new group user can select a 

particular source URL to load stream for it or it can select “All” to load each stream from 

available sources. 

After entering the entire data user can save/cancel the current screen. 

5.4.4 System Screen 

To know about system Info user should click on “System” Tab and user will see the screen as in 

the following figure. This tab will show the few system related information such as JVM 

Vendor, JVM Version, OS Name, OS Version etc. Next section will describe about workflow of 

the tool. This is important because the user should always know the exact tools that have been 

used for monitoring.  
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Figure 18: Mockup for System information 

5.4.5 Workflow 

 

Figure 19: workflow 
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 User can look at previous activities.  

 User enters the URL(s) which he wants to monitor. 

 The user can go to the assertion group page and create rules to monitor the URL(s).  

 The URL chosen would be parsed for list of streams from which the user can then choose 

the stream that he wants to monitor.  

 He can also modify existing rule sets.  

 The tool would periodically retrieve the updated streams and check it against the rules 

defined by the user and raise INFO, WARNING, ALERT based on the updates. 

5.5 Development 

The goal of this phase is to translate the design of the system into code in the chosen (Java) 

programming language. This phase converts design into a complete information system. It 

includes installing system environments; creating and testing databases, coding, compiling and 

refining programs.For the development purpose, programming language, Java and API, Eclipse 

Heliosis chosen.It is clear from the mockup design that development will start from building 

“Manage Source” screen first. For the interface part Ext JS framework was chosen. For DB 

related queries MyBatis was the best option as it is fast. Spring MVC was used for providing 

web front end. Development started with building iFrames [21] as some part of the interface 

would remain same for all the screens and some part of it would differ as per the screen. HTML 

code for – 

<a href="cockpit.htm"> 
<img src="images/cockpit/CockpitLogo.png"> 
</a> 
<a href="http://www.elca.ch/?locale=en"> 
<img src="images/cockpit/elca.png" align=RIGHT> 
</a> 
<div id='header-div' style="width:100%; height:8%; background:#FFF;"></div> 
<div id='body-div' style="width:100%; height:82%; background:#FFF;"> 

<iframe id="body-frame" src="recentActivityinfo.htm" style="width: 100%; 

height: 100%";scrolling="no"; marginwidth="0" marginheight="0" 

frameborder="0"> 
 </iframe> 
</div> 

Code 1: Code shows displaying logos and creating two iFrames 

Above code will create iFrames. By default source of lower iFrame is set to 

recentActivityinfo.htm. Upper iFrame will show logo of Cockpit as well as ELCA Informatique, 

SA and tabs to switch between screens. These tabs will remain sane in all four screens as they 

are embedded into iFrames which would be same for all four screens.  
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var showWelcomeScreen=function(){ 
document.getElementById('body-frame').src='recentActivityinfo.htm'; 
} 
var showManageSourceScreen=function(){ 
document.getElementById('body-frame').src='manageSourceInfo.htm'; 
} 
var showAssertionScreen=function(){ 
document.getElementById('body-frame').src='assertion.htm'; 
} 
var showSystemInfo=function(){ 
document.getElementById('body-frame').src='system.htm'; 
} 
 

Ext.onReady(function() { 
    var masterPanel = new Ext.Panel({ 
        renderTo    : document.getElementById('header-div'), 
        title       : 'Monitoring Tool', 
        width       : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth, 
        height      : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetHeight, 
        border      : false, 
        tbar: [{ 
            xtype       :'buttongroup', 
            width       : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth, 
            items   : [{ 
                text    : 'Activity', 
                width   : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth/7, 
                scale   : 'large', 
                handler : showWelcomeScreen 
            },{ 
                text    : 'Manage Source', 
                width   : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth/7, 
                scale   : 'large', 
                handler : showManageSourceScreen 
            },{ 
                text    : 'Alarm Monitoring', 
                width   : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth/7, 
                scale   : 'large', 
                handler : showAssertionScreen 
            },{ 
                text    : 'System', 
                width   : document.getElementById("header-div").offsetWidth/7, 
                scale   : 'large', 
                handler : showSystemInfo 
            }] 
        }] 
     }); 
 

     return masterPanel; 
}); 
 

 

Code 2: Code shows creating tabs for upper iFrame and setting functions upon click 

 

On running code 1 and code 2 they will show output like this – 
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Figure 20: Interface common to all screens 

5.5.1 Setting Database 

To use MyBatis, one must initialize its configuration file which is done by initializing it as soon 

as web application starts. These is achieved be adding it to the web.xml. 

 
  <listener> 

   <listener-class> 

     com.cockpitconfig.listeners.MyBatisContextListener 

    </listener-class> 

  </listener> 

Code 3: Code responsible for adding listener class to web.xml 

 

Above code runs MyBatisContextListenerclass located in the com.cokpitconfig.listener package.  

 
public void contextInitialized(ServletContextEvent event) { 

 

 ServletContext ctx = event.getServletContext(); 

 String resource = "MyBatisConfiguration.xml"; 

 try { 

  Reader reader = Resources.getResourceAsReader(resource);   

SqlSessionFactory sqlSessionFactory = new                                                    

SqlSessionBuilder.build(reader); 

ctx.setAttribute("sqlSessionFactory", sqlSessionFactory); 

 } catch (Exception e) { 

System.out.println("FATAL ERROR: myBatis could not be     

initialized"); 

  System.out.println(e); 

  System.exit(1); 

 } 

} 

Code 4: Code responsible for initializing MyBatis 

 

MyBatisConfiguration.xml sets the environment and dataSource properties such as driver, url, 

username, password and defines the mapper to be used for queries. This file also defines the 

typealiases for each class so that they can be used with their name in contrast to their relative 

path. Typealiases are declared in the following manner – 
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<typeAliases> 
 <typeAlias alias="Communication"          

    type="com.cockpitconfig.objects.Communication"/> 
 <typeAlias alias="TimeFrame"         

  type="com.cockpitconfig.objects.TimeFrame"/> 
 <typeAlias alias="NotificationLevel"       

  type="com.cockpitconfig.objects.NotificationLevel"/> 
 <typeAlias alias="NotificationOccurrence"      

  type="com.cockpitconfig.objects.NotificationOccurrence"/> 
</typeAliases> 

Code 5:Defining typealiases for the classes 

 

Mapper file is the main resource of MyBatis as it maps the class variable to column name. By 

mapping this, it saves most of the implementation time. It makes using the database very easy 

and scalable. It maps the class variable to column name of the database table in the following 

manner – 

 
<resultMap id="AssertionGroupResultMap" type="AssertionGroup"> 

  <id property="id" column="ASSERTION_PK" /> 

  <result property="constraintName" column="LABEL" /> 

  <result property="communicationID" column="COMMUNICATION_ID" /> 

  <result property="source" column="SOURCE" /> 

</resultMap> 

Code 6:Mapping between class variable and column name of database table 

 

Once the database connection is set up, next step is to write codes to implement the 

functionalities.  

 

5.5.2 Manage Source 

Source information was displayed using Ext JS grid Panel [22]. Users can see the available 

sources, users can add a new source, and can remove an existing source using grid panel. These 

sources would provide streams, start time, end time, step, and data that are needed for 

monitoring. Paging facility was also included as an extension to grid panel to easily iterate 

through all sources. Grid panel used store for fetching data. 
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var grid = new Ext.grid.GridPanel({ 
        width     : 900, 
        height     : 525, 
        frame     : true, 
        title     : 'Available Sources', 
        trackMouseOver: true,  

  style     : 'margin:0 auto;margin-top:100;', 
        store     : store, 
        selModel      : new Ext.grid.RowSelectionModel({singleSelect : true}), 
 

        columns: [new Ext.grid.RowNumberer({width: 30}),{ 
            id  : 'topic', 
            header : "URL", 
            dataIndex : 'url', 
            width  : 300, 
            sortable : true 
        },{ 
            header : "Description", 
            dataIndex : 'description', 
            height : 50, 
            width  : 200, 
            sortable : true 
        }], 
        tbar:[{ 
         text  : 'Add Source', 
            handler  : getURL, 
            iconCls : 'add' 
        }, '-', { 
            text  : 'Remove Source', 
            handler  : removeSource, 
            iconCls : 'remove' 
        }], 

      bbar: paging 
    }); 

Code 7: Code shows creating grid panel 

 

Each column of grid panel is mapped to dataIndex which is written as a JSON [17] object by 

ManageSource controller. ManageSourcecontroller creates object of SqlSessionFactory to 

communicate with database then this object opens a session. Session object is responsible for 

querying from the database. An AJAX request is sent from client side whenever user tries to add 

a new source or remove an existing source. Upon receiving AJAX request controller creates 

session and performs the necessary query and sends response to client side as a JSON object. 

Upon receiving JSON object store maps its index to JSON data and then grid panel using data 

form the store display sources to the client side.  
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{"topics":[{"id":1,"description":"Data of Heap Memory Usage of last two hours" , 

"url":"http://graphite.stx.local/render/?width=1164&height=530&_salt=1306411573.494&target=server

s.val1.val1bil1a.*.sun_management_MemoryImpl.HeapMemoryUsage_used&from=-

2hours&title=val1%20heap&lineWidth=3&rawData=true"}],"totalCount":"1"} 

 

As soon as response is received the data displays in the grid panel as shown – 

 

 

Figure 21: Manage Screen Tab: showing list of all available sources 

 

In the above figure all available sources are shown. Using toolbar button user can add a new 

source, and remove an existing source. When user clicks on “Add Source” button- a window is 

prompted asking for source URL and Description as shown – 
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Figure 22: Manage Screen Tab: window for adding a new source 

 

At the bottom of grid panel paging toolbar is shown which is responsible for adding sources in 

the next page when current page size reaches to 15. 

 

5.5.3 Assertion Screen 

Assertion Screen is responsible for adding new rule, modifying an existing rule, and removing an 

existing rule from the database. It provides user GUI for creating a new rule and adding 

constraints to a rule. At the top of this screen a combo Box containing existing rule and a combo 

Box containing sources added by user in ManageSource screen will be shown.  

Modelandview object is responsible for sending the date from controller to view. A snippet of 

these is shown in figure 23. 

User can select an existing rule or can add a new rule. If user wishes to modify an existing rule 

then it can chose an existing rule, in that case an AJAX request is sent to the server side with 

selected rule name. The code snippet for this is shown in code 8. 
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Figure 23: Assertion Screen Tab: Combo Box displaying existing rules 

 

 
var showExistingScreen = function() { 
 Ext.Ajax.request({ 
  url    : 'assertion.htm', 
  method  : 'POST', 
  params  : { 
   existingRule : nameField.getRawValue() 
  }, 
  scope   : this, 
  success : function(response) { 
       var existingValues = Ext.util.JSON.decode(response.responseText);  
   .. 

.. 

.. 

} 

}) 

}; 
 

Code 8: Sending AJAX request when user selects an existing rule 

 

After rule name is set, source combo Box displays all available sources, these are the same 

sources which was added by user in ManageSource tab. Data to be displayed in source combo 

box will fetch the data from ManageSource table from the database the will display on those 

sources which are present in that table. When user selects a source, an AJAX request is sent to 

the server side which parses the source URL to obtain existing streams. A snippet of the same is 

shown in figure 24. 

Once rule name and source is set, next is to add constraints in the rule. User can add as many 

constraints as she likes. There are two types of constraints for a given rule that use can add - 
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Figure 24: Assertion Screen Tab: Combo Box displaying available sources 

5.5.3.1 Data Constraints 

These are the constraint that would monitorthe rule against the source data. A template of this 

constraint is shown below – 

 

Figure 25: Assertion Screen Tab: Data constraint template 

 

First combo Box of the figure 25 displays all available streams for the given source. Streams are 

identified by parsing the source against pre-defined format which will be discussed in section 

6.5.4.1 in detail. Second combo Box asks user to select an option between “is/are” and “has 

slope”. Similarly third combo Box contains options: {less than, equal to, greater than}. Fourth 

numbered text box used to take the input which is checked against the live data. Fifth combo Box 

specifies interval for checking the data. Last combo Box is notifying network admin about the 

level of outages. It can be {“INFO”, “WARNING”, “ALERT”}. If the constraint that is violated 

is not very serious user might select INFO notification level, if it is normal it might select 

WARNING level and if it is serious it can select ALERT notification level.  

 

5.5.3.2 Time Constraint 

User may wish to stop monitoring rules for a given period of time. For examples number of sold 

ticket may get increase in festival season. So user can turn off monitoring it for that week and if 

she wishes to choose for a given time she can choose. A template of the same is shown here – 
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Figure 26: Assertion Screen Tab: Time constraint template 

 

User can select any day of the week and timing for that day. If the timing differs among the days, 

user can add more time constraints. After ticking check boxes for the days, it can enter time to 

turn the monitoring off.  

 

At the end user specifies the communication medium when any outage is detected in the 

network. There are two communication medium available for the tool which are Email and 

Nagios.  

 

 

Figure 27: Assertion Screen Tab: Specifying communication medium 

 

Javamail library is used for sending emails to the recipients. Javamail used to receive and send 

email via SMTP, POP3, and IMAP. It provides a platform independent and protocol-independent 

framework to build mail and messaging applications. Code for sending the mail is shown in code 

9.  

 

After specifying all parameters user can save the current screen. An AJAX request is sent to 

server side where MyBatis executes the required query written in mapper file as shown in code 

10. 

 

So, after combining all these together, we get the complete assertion screen. The figure 28 

contains a screenshot of the assertion screen.  
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 public void sendEmail (String recipent, String emailText) { 
  Properties props = new Properties(); 
  props.put("mail.smtp.host", "smtp.gmail.com"); 
  props.put("mail.smtp.socketFactory.port", "465"); 
  props.put("mail.smtp.socketFactory.class", 
    "javax.net.ssl.SSLSocketFactory"); 
  props.put("mail.smtp.auth", "true"); 
  props.put("mail.smtp.port", "465"); 
 

  Session session = Session.getDefaultInstance(props, 
    new javax.mail.Authenticator() { 
     protected PasswordAuthentication getPasswordAuthentication() { 
   return new PasswordAuthentication("username","password"); 
     } 
    }); 
 

  try { 
   Message message = new MimeMessage(session); 
   message.setFrom(new InternetAddress("myemailID@gmail.com")); 
   message.setRecipients(Message.RecipientType.TO, 
     InternetAddress.parse(recipent)); 
   message.setSubject("DONE"); 
   message.setText(emailText); 
 

   Transport.send(message); 
 

  } catch (MessagingException e) { 
   throw new RuntimeException(e); 
  } 
 } 

Code 9: Javamail: Used for notifying the admin 

 
<insert id="addRule" parameterType="AssertionCondition"> 

 insert into assertioncondition (STREAM, MIN_VALUE, MAX_VALUE, MIN_DELTA, 

 MAX_DELTA, TIMEFRAME_ID,NOTIFICATION_ID, ASSERTIONGROUP_ID, 

 ASSERTION_INDEX) 

 VALUES 

 (#{stream}, #{minVal}, #{maxVal}, #{minDelta}, #{maxDelta}, 

 #{timeFrameID}, #{notificationID}, #{assertionGroupID}, 

 #{assertionIndex}) 

</insert> 

Code 10: Snapshot of queries written in MyBatis xml file 
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Figure 28: Assertion Screen Tab 

 

This screen also provided functionality to delete a rule. Delete button is located in the upper right 

corner of the Assertion Screen. Initially it is disabled; as soon as user chooses a rule it gets 

enabled; then user may wish to delete a rule. By deleting a rule implies deleting all the 

constraints associated with it that is both data constraint and time constraint. Communication 

mode is also deleted from the DB. Deletion is also performed with the help of AJAX request 

with the rule name is sent to sever side as a parameter. As a request controller invokes associated 

DAO which in turn using MyBatis calls the function to delete a rule. The entire process is shown 

below – 

 

 When user clicks on delete button an AJAX request is sent – 
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var removeRule = function(btn) { 
 if (btn == 'yes') { 
  Ext.Ajax.request({ 
   url    : 'assertion.htm', 
   method  : 'POST', 
   params  : { 
    ruleToDelete : nameField.getRawValue() 
   }, 
   Scope   : this 
  }); 
 } 

 

 win.close(); 
}; 

Code 11: AJAX request to delete a rule 

 

 Controller receives a request, stating to delete a rule – 
String ruleToDelete = request.getParameter("ruleToDelete"); 

 

 Controller calls the function to delete. Function initializes SqlSessionFactory and then 

invokes associated DAO function to delete the rule – 

 
SqlSessionFactory sf = (SqlSessionFactory) getServletContext() 
    .getAttribute("sqlSessionFactory"); 
AssertionGroupDAO agDao = new AssertionGroupDAO (sf); 
agDao.removeRule(ruleName); 

Code 12: Initialization of SqlSessionFactory and call to DAO function 

 

 The DAO function opens a session. Session calls delete on the MyBatis query – 

 
SqlSession session = sf.openSession(); 

try { 

 session.delete(           

 "com.cockpitconfig.objects.CommunicationMapper.removeGivenRule", 

 ruleName); 

} finally { 

 session.commit(); 

 session.close(); 

} 

Code 13: SqlSessionFactory opens a session to delete the rule 

 

  On call, Query named “removeGivenRule” is executed which is located at 

com.cockpitconfig.objects.CommunicationMapper –  
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<delete id="removeGivenRule" parameterType="String"> 
    delete from assertiongroup where LABEL = (#{constraintName}) 
</delete> 

Code 14: Query written in MyBatis mapper file 

 

In this way a rule is deleted from the database. 

 

5.5.4 Activity Screen 

Main objective to the tool “Cockpit” is show activities that are happening in the network. 

Therefore this screen will be responsible to show all the activities that have happened in the past. 

End user will directly interact with this screen. This screen using a grid panel will show all the 

notifications that are generated together with their generation date, time, alert type, and cause of 

their generation. This grid panel will extract the information from Notification table in the 

database. Data is inserted in this table when monitoring is started. The system monitors all the 

data against rule specified by the use using following methodology – 

 

5.5.4.1 Monitoring of data 

Monitoring of the data is performed using Restful web service [23]. When user enters the 

following URL in the browser window monitoring starts – 

http://localhost:8080/CockpitConfig/checkStatus.htm 

 

Monitoring invokes associated controller named “CheckStatusController” which starts 

monitoring the data. It retrieves all the rule stored in the database and check each and every 

constrained against the data. This data is returned by graphite. Graphite can return numerical data 

in CSV format. The output format is as follows – 

 
target1, startTime, endTime, step | value1, value2, ..., valueN 

target2, startTime, endTime, step | value1, value2, ..., valueN 

... 

... 

 

Each line corresponds to a graph element. Everything before the “|” on a given line is a header 

information, everything after is numerical values. The header describes the name of the target, 

the start and end times (in UNIX epoch time) of the retrieved interval, and the step is the number 

http://localhost:8080/CockpitConfig/checkStatus.htm
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of seconds between data points. So the timestamp of the valu1 is startTime, the timestamp of 

value 2 is (startTIme+step), value3 is (startTIme+step+step), etc... 

 

Note that non-existent or null values in a series are represented by the string “None”. 

A snippet of live data is as shown – 

 
servers.val1.val1bil1a.aux.sun_management_MemoryImpl.HeapMemoryUsage_us

ed,1310626860,1310634060,60|1033052256.0,1115910888.0,1122380168.0,1125

864248.0,832690504.0,855080616.0,844659120.0,847245528.0,951461528.0,83

3891688.0,836885896.0,841816840.0,843670448.0,868600672.0,864582408.0,7

94025672.0,866685432.0,849181040.0,800874088.0,843847096.0,807609032.0,

838711272.0,815597832.0,828727272.0,802770088.0,823286808.0,826572520.0

,835884576.0,839040392.0,829164080.0,832492496.0,909033496.0,933834736.

0,1012059792.0,1086053808.0,1115295056.0,1136088480.0,1138457336.0,1142

242808.0,1161144664.0,1120450880.0,1123959392.0,1129602424.0,1133047392

.0,1143020672.0,1149008600.0,1152403552.0,1154632880.0,1157621520.0,114

3812072.0,1146141680.0,1149624776.0,1151603664.0,1154668384.0,119447100

0.0,1142374472.0,1145810384.0,1148220768.0,1150954768.0,1192031160.0,11

39836480.0,1167320392.0,1211913576.0,1210314616.0,1250891944.0,12526193

36.0,1213103864.0,1216353376.0,1219312048.0,None,None,None,None,None,No

ne,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,Non

e,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None

,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,

None,None,None 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

. . . 

 

servers.val1.val1bil1a.param.sun_management_MemoryImpl.HeapMemoryUsage_

used,1310626860,1310634060,60|1112781352.0,1115039184.0,1117678008.0,10

79569696.0,922607680.0,981476128.0,985569960.0,987924288.0,677861448.0,

669857176.0,792285200.0,945014936.0,948014432.0,952314632.0,962229048.0

,999351032.0,950461112.0,891582632.0,894218768.0,799795360.0,916222184.

0,1056565096.0,858546576.0,902483768.0,867833632.0,781040752.0,84999942

4.0,1037586880.0,1080241216.0,878129464.0,880742320.0,883130064.0,85897

9560.0,868527656.0,986455480.0,844231320.0,869259136.0,691107688.0,6949

00776.0,766520072.0,762461488.0,779060936.0,651405064.0,703654712.0,833

300352.0,835856880.0,838231232.0,840684504.0,806609696.0,847222448.0,77

7427568.0,797962856.0,800765776.0,1066965248.0,1101192880.0,1104308832.

0,1010641008.0,1013221880.0,1015706896.0,748975088.0,751779896.0,902043

168.0,989674720.0,819038240.0,828657440.0,870632088.0,667282008.0,65499

8192.0,731220208.0,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,No

ne,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,Non

e,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None

,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None,None 
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After receiving the data parsing is done so as to get the individual values. To start monitoring 

two conditions are checked – 

1. Value exists or not 

Check whether value is “none” or not 

2. Whether rule is enabled or disable currently 

To do this while checking value returned from graphite, time stamp of that value 

is checked against the current time. If time doesn’t fall in the interval of the time 

constraint as specified by user; monitoring is performed. 

If both conditions returns true then each data constraint is checked against the data.If constrained 

are not violated monitoring goes to next constraint and to next rule. But if any constraint gets 

violated then column values in notification table are inserted and the person responsible to 

correct is notified as per the communication medium specified by the user. The grid panel shown 

in the Activity tab is updated to reflect the current changes made in DB tables. A snapshot of the 

same is shown here – 

 

Figure 29: Activity Tab: shows the notification generated 

Above figure displays all the activities that occurred in the network. When user clicks on the 

activity tab it displays all the activities that occurred in the past.  
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Figure 29 shows Date, Time, Type, and Description of the outages in the network.  Three 

notification types are shown in the different color to make them clearly visible. Format of 

Description field is “[RuleName] | Cause” where 

1. RuleName: Name of the rule in which constrained has been set.  

2. Cause: It tells index of the constraint in the RuleName (current data value) [compare 

operator] data value specified by user. 

If user wants to see the activity between two dates she can select it with the option provided - 

 

Figure 30: Activity Tab: Allows user to see the activity between two dates 

If user wishes to choose dates from this then Figure 30 will show the activities between those 

selected dates. 

5.5.5 System 

This tab shows user about the information about their systems. This tab is to show about their 

JMV Vendor, JVM Version, OS Name, OS Version, and OS Architecture.  

Code to achieve this thing – 

mav.addObject("JVMVendor", System.getProperty("java.vendor")); 

mav.addObject("JVMVersion", System.getProperty("java.version")); 

mav.addObject("JVMVendorURL", System.getProperty("java.vendor.url")); 

mav.addObject("OSName", System.getProperty("os.name")); 

mav.addObject("OSVersion", System.getProperty("os.version")); 

mav.addObject("OSArchitecture", System.getProperty("os.arch")); 

Code 15: Adding system information to modelandview object to pass it to view 
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This will show output in the view as – 

 

Figure 31: System Tab: Inform user about their system information 

6. Conclusion 

Cockpit fulfills the requirements of ELCA Informatique and provides tools to monitorvarious 

system activities as per pre-defined rules added by the user. It then takes corrective actions to 

remove those anomalies. The tool can be deployed on the local Elca network and then all the 

Elca employees can access the tool. They can then define URLs that they want to monitor and 

add rules that they want to check for. The tool will monitor the URLs according to the rules and 

mail the team according to the specified communication parameters.  

7. Future Work 

In the future, Camel functionality can be added to ease the process of adding new connectors. 

Monitoring can be performed regularly according to some pre-defined time interval. 

Communication can be extended to include SMS, Pager. The tool can also be extended to 

identify the source of the problem and take corrective actions automatically.  
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9. Comments and Suggestions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


